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Revised sitemap
Sitemap was revised to reorganize and reconsider some of the content on the app. 
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Onboarding
Options provided to either create an account, sign-in to existing account or skip sign 

on, and go straight to main home screen. 
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Home Screen
1.  Main content on the home screen is structured using a hub and spoke structure.  

 It focuses mostly on resident needs. The tabbed menu on the bottom of every 

	 screen	is	focused	on	topics	that	would	be	beneficial	to	both	tourists	and	residents, 

 like Explore, Events, News and Map. 

2.  From home screen, residents and tourists have quick access to emergency  

 resources, with one click. When they arrive at the landing screen for  

 emergencies, each section includes the name and number prominently shown, 

 then can toggle down to reveal additional information. Users can also access  

 a map of just emergency sites from this section. 
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Explore Section
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1.  Landing screen for Explore section, organized by  

 main categories of content within the page

2.  Landing screen for Parks & Outdoor section. 

3.  Map and listed items on map page for Parks & Outdoor

4.  When user clicks on pin, the content card will pop-up

5.  Filter dropdown section that can be accessed from map or  

 Parks & Outdoor landing page

6.		 Specific	Parks	page

7.  Bookmarks dropdown

8.  Bookmarks module to enter name, note and save
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Districts Section

1.  Landing screen for Explore section, organized by  

 main categories of content within the page

2.  Landing screen for Neighborhoods/Districts section.

3.		 Landing	screen	for	specific	District,	XuHui

4.		 Card	for	a	business	in	XuHui
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Events Section

1.  Landing screen for Events section, organized by  

 events happening sooner—later

2.		 Filter	menu.	One	section	can	filter	by	events,	the	other	by	 

	 specific	calendar	date	time	range

3.  List / Articles tab. List shows you the list of events,  

 Articles shows user any related news stories tagged "events"

4.  Main card for an event
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Thank you


